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The simplest graphs describing interaction with the

spectator in the electroproductioa on T -aeson target are

considered. The contribution of the final state interaction

graph to the structure function considerable in the Feyna&n

gauge is suppressed as f* /0 under the temporal gauge

choice in accordance with the results of the naire parton

model. The behaviour of cross sections of the processes when

large Pj. is transferred to the spectator is discussed.
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Since 197? «hen the asymptotic freedom was discovered

and the Tang-Mills theory with the SU(3) gauge group

(quantum chroaodynaaics) clearly Ъееаае the aoet serious

candidate for the strong interaction theory post a lot of

works have been devoting to investigation of the relation-

ship of QCD predictions to those of the previously construc-

ted naive parfcon model (HPM).

НИ1 is based on the assumption that quarlc interaction

can be ignored if 0^ К ^>> 1 There o^ is the characteristic

energy of the process and E is the "confinement radius" -

the reciprocal value of the typical virtual!ty of quark in

hadron. QCD calculations reveal this assumption to be not

quite correct. In particular, the emission and absorption of

the real and virtual breasstrahlung gluons by the valent

quarlc bring about the Q dependence of the deep Inelastic

structure function -f (xj « D W± (^ <£} . The dependence
does not die out at Q —*> о*э limit as it would follow from

1—9

NHS r . However, it is very weak so that the available

experimental data do not allow one to carry out a reliable

comparison with the QCD predictions (see, e.g. * ).

An another important question is that if the interaction

between the relent quark and spectators is negligible. We

show it to be under a special gauge choice (namely, we use

the gauge A
Q
e0) and to be not in the usual Feynman gauge.

Consider the simplest deep inelastic process ^Tjf — * & +

• hadrons. The HBJ graph is shown in Pig.l. The vertex
falls rapidly with Pj. increase. (We choose it in the fora

where £ is the ratio of the quark longitudinal momentum

to the momentum of 77 -aeson and f>± is the quark trane-
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verse momentum. All the values are defined in the Breit sys-

tem ̂ = 0 ) .

Then /oVx)/ i s t n e И™ structure function and M^~-

O.J GeV̂  i s <TAî > of quark in pion.

jp

Fia;.l. ШК graph

The simplest graphs describing the interaction between

the valent quark and the spectator are shown in Pig.2a,b.

\ Q

a) b)
;.2. Spectator interaction gratfas

Let us suppose that the transverse momentum flowing

from the valent q-iark to the spectator i s large Ai.V>/4 i

but P±<£ С where E i s the pion energy. After squaring

the sum of Pig.2a,b amplitudes, performing phase space in-

tegration and normalizing with respect to JJHI Fig.l graph

we get

iraXJ/Wx)/J r± ci)

-41/л

x I /



where Ср «= */3 is the colour factor. The integral in (1)

seems to diverge at its upper limit but this divergence is

fictious because У < 4 ) vanishes at £ s 1 together with

_C/Vl =* 1^1%) I • Tne second term in square brackets

appears due to the ?ig,2b graph. The pole % = x emerges

from the propagator of the virtual quark marked by the cross

in Pig.2b and should be regarded using the v.p.prescription

The numerical factor Cp/JJ~ in (1) is not reliable

as it is connected to the chosen parametrization of the pion

wave function. However, general structure of the expression

is independent of the parametrization. In the middle x

region, in particular, we can definitely write down

7! ft C2)

The events with the spectator acquiring large £>± are

rather difficult to observe. The most serious problem is to

discriminate these events from the background process

£. 1Г—*> £ + О t Q -h tf$ where the gluon carries off

large р_£ . The cross section of this process falls much

slower than (2):

[g) X
d* dpi ir f>i

and dominates over (2). Both (2) and (3) result in hadrons

with large jOj, in the final state and one-particle trigger

for (2) is unsatisfactory but one can distinguish (2) from

(?) by the absence of particles in the target fragmentation

region. To illustrate this let us draw a typical "antenna

patterns" in both cases (Pig.3). By antenna pattern we



mean the hadronic energy distribution over directions at a

given evept.

рюи

a) spectator interaction b) gluon interaction

Pig.3. Antenna patterns.

The pion electroproduction process is a good model but

is impossible to study experimentally. The best place for

observation our phenomenon is the Drell-Tan process

7fp a*. AiVi™-f X. **-ЪЪ
 the

 Fig.3a-like antenna

patterns in the pion fragmentation region. By strict analogy

with. (2) the differential сгозз section must fall as м

with A increase ( P±_ is the total transverse momentum

of hadrons generated by the deviated spectator). The experi-

ment is difficult but the direct observation of the effect

of the spectator quark interaction would be interesting.

Now we are going to discuss the contribution of Fie*

2a,b graphs to the pion structure function* If we integrate

(1) over P± taking M as the lower limit we get

sH V
The value of (4) is not small in sheer contradiction with

NHI predicting the /4 /Q suppression of effects due to

Fig.2. We see that in the nominator is present indeed

but it is multiplied by the large integral i/fl



instead of 1/Q2 .

The paradox i s partially solved by noting that the

value of the integral i s determined by the snail PA. region

where i t i s wrong to consider the graphs of gig.l and gig.

2a separately» the email Pj. gluon loop in Fig.2a being

absorbed In the definition of the dressed <̂ Q<2"' IW/ vertex

but the Fig.2b graph describing the final state interaction

reaains. I t i s not absorbed by the definition of the parton

wave function and contributes considerably to (4).

One can argue that besides the square of the ?ig.2b

amplitude there are other two-loop contributions to у ( Х 1

and i t i s possible that al l the non-parton contributions

cancel out from the sun. To realise this i s not so consider

the amplitude TlOj <0 — 71» (V} tfyof the forward scatter-

ing of virtual photon on ff -meson in the deep Euclidean

Trijo.ema.tie region Q ~^> l/4^ fir with account of specta-

tor interaction (?ig.41y). The parton model graph Is shown

in Fig.4a

b)

Ив.*.

The iaaginary part of the Fig.4b graph in the physical

region coincides with the total one-loop correction to the

pion structure function due to spectator interaction. The

amplitude l(v CrJ in the deep Buclldean region Is deter-

mined by its imaginary part through dispersion relation so



that the the values of ~T\V Q?) and i t s V derivatives

at the point [' = 0 are connected to the moments of the

structure function 5 . We get

where s(%, %л J =0(1) depends on the wave function

parametrization. Taking 0 derivatives of (5) we see that

the second and higher moments of the structure function are

affected drastically by the Pig.Ab graph.

This can be interpreted in the operator expansion lan-

guage as well. Consider the operator /\p if CQt ,. . j U/

where \O is the quark field and Д - is the gluon field.

I t i s a twist-two operator if If Orji ,% . ^ и (f/ i s a twist-

two operator since multiplying by /\м increases both spin

and dimension by a factor of 1. The account of such opera-y p

tors in the 7~°( 1^ O<j J; fujf expansion reflects

7kidentically the account of the ?ig.4b-like graphs in

It is time пет to answer all these irritating questions

The solution was stated at the beginning of the paper. The

temporal gauge A
Q
=0 is to be used to reproduce the Н Ш

results.

The main advantage of the temporal gauge is the absence

of nonphysical polarizations In the gluon propagator whose

nominator 0/: — K
t
' к\/К<> coincides with the

transverse gluon matrix density when the gluon approaches

the aass shell. This circumstance together with the helici-



_.*

ty conservation in the 0 Q Jy vertex provider an additio-
in

nal damping factor ̂  P
x
fS (

see r e f s
*
 f o r det

ailed dis-

cussion). It is easy to see that this factor suppresses the

dangerous Jig.2b and Fig.Q-b contributions and the structure

function is totally determined by the parton diagram of

Fig.l up to power corrections
 Л
^И/И • 1л the operator

expansion language the matrix element of the dangerous ope-

rator <̂ 7Г//\-1 If Q=L Л I/'//7/does not contain the struc-

ture ->- A, f>^ - «. - . &i
w
 if the gluon field A^, is transver

se p /\ •=• 0 as it is the case in the temporal gauge.

So the spin of A« «f' Qj
t
... j V

х
 is effectively the same as

that of if 6 Ц ._Л
Й
 ̂  and /\̂  ̂ Qd,....^^ is an irrele-

v&at twist-three operator.

The observation that the parton model results are reo-

roduced in the field theory'Xmder special gruge choices is

not new. It is the temporal and other physical gauges that

provide daaping of non-ladder diagrams in the electroproduc-

',-ion on a free quark . Now we see chat in the temporal

quarks in hadrons may be regarded as free indeed at

the dee* inelastic limit.

?he result (1) does not depend on the gauge of course.

Ihe term l/[X-f) resulting from the Fig. 2b graph in the

Jeynman sauge i s contained now in the Pig.2a contribution

due to the terms " - "!//<„ in the nominator of gluon pro-

pagator. 1?he result (4) snould Ъе rewritten in the Bethe-

Salpeter spirit (Pig.5)

5. Bethe-Salpeter equation for <£q Q / n \
vertex. ^ *



We have

In the middle x region this result is definitely wrong

because the coupling constant is not small and one is not

allowed to bound himself by the simplest one-gluon exchange

kernel. There was a hope in the literature that the situat-

ion differs in the x ~ 1 region where a typical virtuality

A^ р/(1.—\ I
 i s

 la
p
se. It was predicted in particular

that the pion structure falls as (1-х) when x approaches

1 « We see that (6) has such a solution indeed but the Ж

^-^Srovides the factor 0и*&-х) in (6) and instead of

the parameter сз1̂  ( м /(/-)()) one has the parameter

«J . (^/j-\n ш(^~Уч
 wla

-
cl1
 *

s nofc
 small so that one cannot

make anr conclusion on the behaviour of the pion structure

function in the x ~ 1 region basing only on the Pig.2a graph.

Let us briefly repeat the main results of the work.

The consideration of the simplest Fig.2b graph describing

the interaction between the valent quark and the spectator

in the final state performed in the usual gauge reveals *

sheer contradiction with HPli. The paradox is solved by

resorting to the temporal gauge help. BS equation (6) for

the vertex ^Q^/jTy •
 i n
 *

де
 temporal gauge is written but

its applicability region remains unclear* We have derived

expression (1) for the cross section of the process when

the large transverse momentum is transferred to the specta-

tor. This process is difficult to observe but the experiment

on its search would be interesting.

I am indebted to B.L.Ioffe for useful discussions and

valuable remarks.
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